
catering
  order catering in advance for stress-free food and refreshments served 

throughout your day 

the classic refreshment
£3.00/person (inc.VAT) 

tea and coffee 

selection of individually wrapped 
biscuits 

the breakfast bite
£6.30/person (inc.VAT) 

freshly baked croissants with 
a selection of jam* 

freshly squeezed orange 
juice* 

*individually wrapped with jam
and butter 

*individually bottled

the savoury bite
£3.50/person (inc.VAT) 

salt and pepper flatbread shards 
and crudités* 

with homemade hummus 

*individually wrapped

we cater to veggie, vegan, gluten free and other dietary requirements; if you or a delegates has any 
allergies or dietary requirements, please let us know ahead of the meeting. 
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                     lunchtime 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

the classic lunch 
£8.70/person (inc.VAT) 

individually wrapped bagel with 
choice of filling:  

grilled chicken salad; salmon and 
cream cheese or avocado and 

sundried tomato* 
 

packet of potato/veg crisps 
 

a piece of “wrapped” fruit, such as 
banana, satsuma etc. 

 

*choices to be submitted one week 
before meeting or a selection will be 

provided 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

the jazzy lunch 
£13.00/person (inc.VAT) 

choice of salad bowl (spinach and 
pea shoot base) or an earth bowl 

(grain + roasted veg base) 

topped with your choice of grilled 
chicken; grilled halloumi or grilled 

salt + pepper tofu* 

a fruit topped yogurt pot 

 

*choices to be submitted one week 
before meeting or a selection will be 

provided 

 

 

we can also offer locally sourced beer or organic prosecco for your meetings, just let us know if that’s something that 
sounds up your street. 
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